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This paper deals with the theoretical calculation of the wind tunnel interference 

in the cascade tests under the assumption of two-dimensional potential flow and then 

with the interference of the wall boundary layer upon the turning angle of flow in 

the cascade. Part I contains the theory of the wind tunnel wall interference upon the 

turning angle and Part II, the theory of the tunnel wall interference upon the airfoil 

characteristics in the cascade composed of airfoils having arbitrary shapes. A 

numerical example is shown in the case of cascade composed of N.A.C.A. 6409 and 

compared with some experimental results. Finally, Part III contains the methods of 

calculating the wall boundary layer effects upon the turning angle. 

1. Introduction 

In an ordinary cascade test, as shown in Fig. 1, the finite numbers of airfoils are 

arranged at the exit of the channel bounded by the two parallel walls and the aero

dynamic characteristics, such as 

lift, drag and pressure distribu

tion and so on, are usally mea

sured at the airfoil centering 

among the others. And, also, 

the turning angle (} between the 

inlet and exit flow in the cascade 

is often measured'l. The author 

had previously discussed the 

tunnel wall interference2 l in the 

various types of cascade tests 
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with the finite numbers of airfoils and calculated theoretically the cascade interference 
factor of lift by means of the conformal representation. 

In this paper, at first the tunnel wall interference upon the turning angle is 
calculated by means of the other conformal mapping under the various cascade condi
tions. Next, the thin arirfoil theory of Glauert is applied to the cascade composed of 
airfoils with arbitrary shape and the aerodynamic characteristics, such as pressure 
distribution and lift, are theoretically calculated on each airfoil under the induced 
velocities and their gradients due to the above wall interference. Lastly, the influence 
of the wall boundary layer upon the turning angle is calculated by the above mapping, 
assuming an imaginary source distribution, which is equivalent to the displacement 
thickness distribution of the wall boundary layer. The results obtained made clearer 
the physical meanings of the suction slots, which are bored on the inlet walls of the 
cascade used in the recent tests3

). 

Part I 

Wind Tunnel Wall Interference upon Turning Angle 

2. Conformal Mapping 

Suppose a figure composed of infinite numbers of parallel half-straight lines with 
the distance H and the stagger angle 01 in the z-plane, as shown in Fig. 2. Taking 
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the origin of the z-plane at such a position as shown in Fig. 2., the exterior domain 
of the contours in the z-plane can be conformally transformed into the right side 

domain in the (-plane by the following function; 

z= -t:r {(l+itan111)log((-l)+(l-itan111)log((+l)} 

H 
-- (log cos 111 + /11 tan /11) 

'IT 

(1) 
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The straight lines, i. e. tunnd walls ABC, correspond to the 7)-axis in the (-plane and 

the points z=±oo respectively to (=±1 and (=oo. From the eq. (1) 

dz H (+i tan 01 
Tc -rt (2 -1 

I 
dz I dx H 7)+tan /31 
~ t;~;-,, = di; = 1t 7)2+ 1 

} (2) 

and the edge points B of the tunnel walls correspond to the following position on the 

7)-axis; 

7) = -tan 01. (3) 

The wall distance H is given as follows in the case of an arrangement of cascade 

airfoils as shown in Fig. 1 by denoting the chord length of airfoil as c and the pitch d; 

H= Zdcos/31 = 2(N+l) d·cos/31 

where Z is the number of airfoils, and Z = 2(N+l). 
Letting the corresponding points on the (-plane to the 1/ 4-chord points from the 

leading edge on each airfoil be ,..,ei-Y ( -K',e-i-Y), then ,.., and r can be determined by the 

following relations; 

log✓l-2,r', cos r+,..,2 +log✓1+2K,COS r+K,2 

{ 
-1 tr', sin r -1 tr', sin r } 

-tan/31 tan K,Cosr-1-tan K,Cosr+l 

n (sec
2 

01 ) - N+l -,l.-+n tan 01 -2(1og cos 01+'31 tan /31), ( 4) 

tan 01 {logy' 1-2,.., cos r+ ,..,2 -log✓l+2,.., cos r+ ,..,2 } 

+tan-1 tr', sin)' +tan-1 tr', sin r nn 
K,COS)'-1 K',Cosr+l = N+l 

where A. is the pitch-chord ratio, and n the airfoil number, as shown in Fig. 3, then 

n=O, ±1, ±2, ±3, ···, ±N and N+l. 
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3. Complex Potential Function 

The complex potential function on the (-plane, which corresponds to the uniform 

flow among the parallel walls, can be expressed as follows according to the above 

mapping function; 

F. ( ) V1H l ( 2 l) ir0 l ,: + 1 
o ( = -2rr og ( - +27r og(-=T (5) 

where V, is the uniform velocity in the wind tunnel and I'0 an unknown magnitude 

of circulation, the one of which can be detumined by the condition that the flow 

should flow out smoothly from the edge points B ((=-itan01) as follows; 

(6) 

Further, the flow due to one airfoil with the circulation I' among the cascade airfoils, 

arranged at the wind tunnel, can be expressed by the following function F1((); 

F ( ) - iI' Io (-K.ei"I - idI' I (+1 
,(= 2rr g(+KiJi"I 2rr og(-1 (7) 

where ,JI' is an unknown quantity of circulation put into the points (= ±1 on the 

(-plane. The magnitude of ,JI' can be also determined by the above-mentioned 

condition; 

(8) 

Then, ,JI' becomes as 

,JI' /(, cos r•sec2 0, 
-r- - tan2 01 +2K. sin r•tan 01 +K.2 • 

(9) 

Thus, the induced velocities at the points z= ± oo on the z-plane is obatined as 

follows; 

I dF, I - I d,_f'l_ !K_ I = 0 
dz z=-= - d,: dz s== 

(10) 

Then, the velocity at the upstream tunnel is the uniform velocity V1 , and the velocity 

and direction of the downstream are changed by the circulation I'. Denote the 

induced velocity components at the downstream as du= and ,Jv= respectively to the 

x- and y-axis, then 

and } (11) 

Therefore, assuming that each airfoil has the same magnitude I' of circulation, the 

induced velocity components u= and v= at the cascade composed of the numbers 

Z = 2(N + 1) of airfoils, are expressed as follows; 
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Uoo _ ~
1 

dUoo _ _ __r_ t {3 ~ 1 
IC cos r 

-v;:- - n=-N Vi - V1H an I n=-N 1'2 +2,c sin r•tan /31 +tan2 /31 

!1._°c'._ = ~l ~V00 = _ I'__ ~l ~~--" __ CO_s~r __ _ 

V1 n=-N vi V1H n=-N 1'
2 +2,c sin r·tan /31+tan2 /31 l (12) 

Then, the exit velocity V2 and the turning angle B at the cascade test become as 

and 

V2= V1~(1+ ~~)"+( ½ r 
tan B = ( ~ ) /[ 1 + ( _!tv~)] l (13) 

Also denoting the velocity of flow along the tunnel wall as w, the result of some 

calculations gives the velocity w as follows; 

• ( 2 1) (,dI') / 2 2 . 2) 

{ ( 
I' ) N_-f;l IC COS r 7J + - I' '-.7/ - IC Slll r•7J+IC } (l4) 

w = V1 l+ V1H n];:N (r;+tan/31)(r;2 -2,csin)'·r;+,c2) 

and the velocity w at the edge B is given as 

.- V {1 +2(L) ~l "cos r{ (l-lC2) tan2 
{3, +" sin r(l-tan2 /31) }} 

Ws - 1 V1H n=-N tan/31(tan2 /31+2,csinr·tan/31+1C2
) • 

(15) 

4. Tunel Wall Interference of Turning Angle 

Comparing the above obtained turning angle B with B 00, the one in the cascade 

composed of infinite numbers of airfoils, the tunnel wall interference upon the turning 

angle can be calculated. In the latter cascade the turning angle Boo can be given 

easily by the so-called velocity diagram; 

( ~~) cos /31 
(16) 

where I'/ V1C = CL/2 and CL1 is the lift coefficient referved to the inlet velocity V1. 

As numerical examples, the turning angle tJ and Boo are plotted, as shown in 

Fig. 4, to the angle /31 under the fellowing conditions; pitch-chord ratio ). =d/ c= 1, 

I'/V1C=CL/2=0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, and Z=2(N+1)=4, 6, 8. In the figure the 

negative valus of /31 show the cascade for the accelerated flow, such as the turbine 

blade cascade, and the positive values of /31 show the one for the retarded flow, such 

as the pump blade cascade. From the calculated results, it is seen that the turning 

angle fl of the cascade test is larger than Boo of the ideal cascade composed of infinite 

numbers of airfoils owing to the tunnel wall interference and then it approaches more 

to Boo as the number of Z becomes greater. 

Similarly, at the other cascade having different arrangements, the turning angles 

fJ are calculated under the same conditions and shown in Fig. 5 and 6. 
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In the above-mentioned cases, the circulation r around each airfoil in the cascade 

is assumed to be of equal magnitude to each other. In the case of a circulation with 

different magnitudes, the turning angle fJ can be calculated by the following relations; 

Ji:_"!_ = -tan 13 ~
1 (-L) Ji: cos r 

V1 1
n=-N V1H A:2+2Ksinr•tan/31+tan2 /:I, ' 

V= N',
1 

( I' ) Ji: COS r 
-v, = n~N V1H K2 +2,csinr•tan/:l,+tan2 /:I, 

} (17) 
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Tunnel Wall Interference upon Airfoil Characteristics in Cascade 

5. Theory of Cascade4l by Glauert's Thin Airfoil Theory 

90' 

In Part I, the theory of cascade is dealt under the assumption that each airfoil 
can be expressed by the single vortex with the circulation I', which is put on the 
1/ 4-chord point from the leading edge, for any shape of airfoil. Assume here that 
each airfoil has a circulation distribution along the chord of airfoil corresponding to 
the shape and the cascade conditions. 

The profile of airfoil in cascade can be expressed by a camber line Ye and a half 
thickness distribution Yd with a parameter fJ as follows; 

Ye = Lj lln cos nfJ ' Yd = Lj bn sin n8 (18) 
n=O n=l 

where an and bn are the coefficients determined by a given arifoil shape, ond n is a 
positive integer. Then, denoting the relation; 

d 00 

-d~ = - ~ Cn cos nfJ 
X n=l 

(19) 

where Cn is the coefficients determined by the camber line of a given airfoil, the 
coefficients Cn can be determined as follows; 

Co= - ~ (2n+l) llzn4.1 
0 
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C2 = -2L.] (2n+l) a2n+1 
I 

00 

C2 = -2 ~ 2na2n 
2 

c4 = -2~ (2n+l) a2n+1 
2 

(20) 

Now, denote the velocities along the upper and lower surfaces of airfoil respec

tively as Wu and w,, the mean velocity of the inlet and outlet velocities of the cascade 

as V, then r=wu-Wt gives the distribution of circulation and Wd=½•Cwu+w 1)- V 

gives the velocity increment due to the thickness, as well known in the Thin Airfoil 

Theory. 

Take the x-axis in the direction of the chord, the abscissa of the trailing edge 

at x= 1, and that of the leading edge at x= -1, and substitute X=cos fl, and 

develope r and Wd into the following series; 

and 

':f 

z-pi. 

Fig. 7 

r o ~ . 
2 v = Ao tan 2 + n~ An sm nfl 

Wd . {} ,'; B . fl V sm = ,t;-', n sm n , 
} (21) 

where An and Bn are the unknown 

coefficients determined by the 

boundary conditions. 

Now, suppose the circulation 

distribution r( ~) along the chord 

and the source-sink distribution 

q(~) along it, which is determined 

by the half-thickness distribution, 

where ~ expresses the position of 

the point on the chord, as shown 

in Fig. 7. Then, the induced velo

city components at the point ~ = x, 

due to the above-mentioned distri-

bution, are given respectively as follows; 

(22) 
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where {3 is the stagger angle of the cascade which has a relation to the angle {31 and 

inlet incidence angle a 1 of {31 = {3+ a 1 • Insert the upper eq. of eq. (21) into the 

upper eq. of eq. (22) and develope the term coth, then 

~V- = - 24,p sm I-'. o-2 - 12psm I-'. 0 +2 - cos , Uy rc
2 

. 20 (A A2 ) rc
2 

• 20 (A A1 ) {} l 
~ = -Ao- '£

1 
An cos nfJ-2;;2cos2{3 • ( A0-12 

)-1;;2 cos 2/3· ( A0+ 1 1 ) cos t}, (
23

) 

where ).=d/2 is the pitch-chord ratio. Determine the source distribution q(~) by 

means of the above induced velocity gradients along the chord, then the velocity 

components Uq and Vq can be given from the lower eq. of eq. (22) as follows; 

Uq rc2 
{ rc

2 
• ( A 2 )} ~, sin nfJ V = 24;.2 cos 2{3·b,+ 1-24;.2 sm 2/3· A 0 - 2 n~ nb,. sin tJ 

-~ • 2o.(A+A),, b sin(n+l)fJ+sin(n-l)fJ 
24,1.2 sm I-' 0 2 n~ n " sin tJ 

Vq rc2 . 20 b V = -24;.2Slil p• 1 

Therefore, by the following boundary conditions 

dye V-y+Vq 
dx = a - ----V- ' 

the unknown coefficient A,. can be determined as follows ; 

TC2 TC2 • 
a+ c0 + 48,P cos 2{3·c2 - 24).2 sm 2{3-b1 

Ao=-------------rc2 
1 + 24;.2 cos 2{3 

(24) 

(25) 

(26) 

The other coefficients Bn can also be determined by the relation; Wd=Uy+Uq, as 

follows; 

B1 = - 2;;2sin2{3-(A0 -12 )+{1- 2~;2sin2{3-(Ao-12 )+ 2:;2 cos2f3}•b, 

- ~;2 sin 2/3-( A 0+ 1' )-2b2 

B2= - 2;;2sin2{3-(Ao+ 1 1 )+{1-2:;2sin2{3(Ao-12 )}-2b2 

- 2:;2 sin 2{3-(A0 + 1') ·Cb1 +3b3 ) 
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B3 = {1-~;2 sin 2i,-(A0-12 )}•3b3 

- 2~;2 sin 2i,-(A0 + 1' )c2b2 +4b4 ) 

B4 = {1-2:;2 sin 2i,-(A0-12 )}-4b4 

-~;2 sin 2i,-(Ao+ t )C3ba+5bs) 

(27) 

Thus, the velocity and pressure distributions along the surface can be calculated by 

the above obtained coefficients, An and Bn, and the circulation I' is determined as 

follows; 

(28) 

6. Induced Velocities due to Tunnel Wall 

Now, let the induced velocities along the airfoil due to the tunnel walls Uw and 

Vw, and assume that the induced velocities Uw and Vw are generally smaller than the 

ones, Uy, Vy, Uq and Vq, due to the neighbouring airfoils. Therefore, each airfoil in 

the cascade may be replaced by the single vortex with the circulation I' at the 

1/ 4-chord point on the chord, and neglect the effects due to the doublet which 

expresses the thickness of airfoil. Then the induced velocities Uw and Vw can be 

determined by the following equation; 

(29) 

where F, is the complex potential function (7) shown in Part I, and F2 is a complex 

potential function as follows; 

F,(z) = - ~ log sinh {; eifl,( z - t) }+ t1:! (~~)log sinh {; eifl, (z-a)}. (30) 

The second term of eq. (30) represents the flow in the case when the trailing vorticies 

from each airfoil in the cascade flow away infinitely. 

Now, express the induced velocities, Uw and Vw, along the chord as follows; 

(31) 

where Uw
0 

and Vw
0 

are the velocity components and Uw
1 

and Vw
1 

the velocity gradient 

components at the considered point on the chord. These induced velocities due to 

the m-th airfoil can be given at the neighbourhood of the n-th airfoil by an approxi

mate calculation; 
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!!_wo _ ___r____{~ D,E2-E1D2} _I'_ {-E '"f c~ ) D "''f(~ )) 
v - 2vH 2~ D2 +Ei +2vH ,LJ 1 ,,, r; + ,LJ 2 "· r; f 

r 7 (JI') r;+tan /3, sin /31 ( I' ) 
-VHLi I' ~2+(r;+tan/31 ) 2+2X- Ve 

~? = 2fH{: D1J;::~E2 
}-2fH{D,~' f 1(~. r;)+E1 2.} fit r;)} 

+ V , , (JI' ) ~ cos /31 ( I' ) 
· VH ....J I' ~2(r;+tan /3

1
)2 ___ 2)-- Vc 

uw1 rrI' {D1E1 E F} 1 , rrI' ·u (JI' )E .-1- rrl' . 2.0 
V =4VH2 ~ 2+ 1 ~'vH2LJ I' 2'6Vd2sm 1-'1 

+ t-0J2{ {D2E3+ D,b2) ~, f1C ~. r;)-CD2D3-E2E3) ~, fit r;)} 

-;Iz {D1E1 Li' U1C~, r;)-cm-ED Li' gs(~, r;)} 

Vw, rrI' {m-Er. D F} 1 rrr ,, (JI') rrI' 
v- = 4VH2 2~ - 2+ 2 ~ + vH2 LJ I' Dz- 6d2 cos2/31 

+ /J~2 { (D2D3 - E2E3) 'i:,' f,'( ~. r;) + CD2E3+ D3E2) 'i:,' fe( ~ r;)} 

- 2~ 2 {(Di-ED Li' g,(~. r;)+4D,E1 Li' gzC~. r;)}, (32) 

where 

D, =~[ 1-~2+ t:~:a~ 01)2]' 
E _ -t /3 + _C_r;+ tan 01) sec2 /3, 

1--r; an , ~2+(r;+tan 0,)2 

D __ D,[e+ (r; tan 01) 2]+2E1~(r;+ tan /31) 2- [e+ (r;+tan 01)2
]
3 ' 

E _ E,[~2+ (r;+ tan 01)2]-2D1f(r;+tan /31) 
2- [~2+ (r;+tan 01)2]3 

D3 =~2 + r;2- l-2 tan /31 •r;, E 3=2~(r;+tan 01) 

F _ (2E1~-Ez) ~-(2D,~ -D2)(r;+tan 01) 
1 - ~2+ (r;+ tan 0,)2 ' 

F _ (2D1~-D2) ~+(2E1f-E2)(r;+tan/31) 
2 - ~2+ (r;+tan 01)2 - · ' 

and (33) 

f (~ ) r;-r;m r;+r;m 2 
'1j = (~-~m)2+ (1J-1Jm) 2 (~+~m)2+ (r;-r;m)2 ' 

(f -~m) 2 -(1J-1Jm ) 2 (f +f m) 2 -(7}-1Jm ) 2 
g,(t r;) = {(f-fm)2+(r;-r;m)2}2 {(f+fm) 2+(r;-r;m) 2}2' 

(f-~m)(1J-1Jm) (f-~m)(1J-1Jm) 
gz(f,r;) = {(f-fm)2+(r;-r;m)2}2 {(~+~m)2+(r;-r;m)2}2' 

and then ~ = ,r, cos r, r; = ,r, sin r and :::C' denotes the summation except the airfoil con
sidered, and the suffix m the corresponding values of the m-th airfoil. It should be 
noticed here that the sign of the induced velocities and velocity gradients is opposite 
to the ones obtained by the eq. (32), with the reference to the co-ordinate axes, as 
shown in Fig. 7. 
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7. Thin Airfoil Theory of Cascade under Tunnel Wall Interference 

As the above obtained velocities and velocity gradients are of various magnitudes 

at the positions of each airfoil in the cascade, the distributions of circulation along 

the chord become unequal to each other. Then, put the additional circulation distri

bution .d)' due to the wall interference into the following expression; 

.Jr "A fJ ,, "A . IJ 
2 V = "' o tan 2 + n"::'i "' n Sill n , (34) 

then the additional circulation oI' becomes as 

oI' _ ( "A +.dA1) 
Ve - n "' 0 2 · 

(35) 

then induced velocities due to the obove odditional circulation oI' are similarly given 

by the methods of the paragraph 5 as follows; 

.duy___ __ n cos {3 "' t ( mn). ( "A +.JA,) 
V - 2Z.1 ~ co Z "' 0 2 

.dv-y = -.dA0 - f .dAn•cos nfJ 
V n=l 

(36) 

where m=O, ±1, ±2, ±3, ... and~' enotes the summation excepting m=O. Similarly 

the induced velocities due to the source-sink distribution become as 

+ ( Uw, ){ £, nbn sin (n+ 1) ~+sin (n-1) fJ 
V n=l sm IJ 

7r2 } l2A2 cos 2{3-b, , 
(37) 

.dVq (Uw0 .du-y) 7'
2 

• b 
V = - v+v 24.12 sm 2/3· 1 

The induced velocities due to the additional distribution on each airfoil and the 

induced velocities due to the wall interference should satisfy the boundary condition 

on the surface of each airfoil. Thus the unknown coefficients .dAn can be determined 

as follows; 

sin 0 {l rr
2 

• 20 b } ,;;;:,, (oI' ) ( mn ) + 2ZA +24,Fsm · 1 ~ Vc cot z (38) 

"A - Vwo_ 
"' ,- V 

.dA2 = .dA3 = ... = O. 
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Accordingly, the additional quantities L1Bn for the velocity increments due to the 

thickness are given as follows; 

AB1 = ( uv + Liv ){1+ ( 1+ 2:;2 cos 2/3) ·b,} 

+ ( u;1) (2b2-
1
;;2 cos 20·b,) 

_ n: cos_§__ ..._,, ( AA _L LIA1) t mn:_ 
2Z). ..:..., ., 0 ' 2 co Z 

LJB2 = ; ( ~) + ( ~V1_) (b, +3bJ+ ( uv-+ Lit) ·2hz 

LJB3 = ( ~;1) (2b2+ 4b,) + ( UV + Li~ )-3b3 

(39) 

Inserting the coefficients LJA0 and LJA 1 of the eq. (38) into the eq. (35), the following 

equation is obtained; 

(ar ) n: sin 0{ n:
2 

• } "'' (mn:) (ar ) Vc - 2z). 1+24).2 sm2/3·b1 "-' cot -z- · Vc 
(40) 

As the eq. ( 40) can be on each airfoil in the cascade, the Z linear simultanous equa

tions of ar I Ve are obtained. Hence the increments of circulation ar /Ve can be given 

by the above-mentioned simultanous equations and, consequently, the additional 

distributions of circulation can be also calculated. 

Now, the above calculation was performed under the induced velocities due to 

the wall interference assuming that each airfoil in the cascade has the same magnitude 

of circulation. Hence, the increments obtained above of circulation ar /Ve give again 

the small change of the induced velocities and velocity gradients obtained above, and the 

changes denoted respectively as LJuWo, Llvw
0

, Lluw
1 

and Llvw
1

, are obtained as follows; 

LiuWo = _e (ar ){~_D1E2 -D2E1} 
V 2H Ve 2~ Dr+Ey 

+ 2~{-E1 ~, (a[) f1C~, 17)+ D1 ~, (a[) riet 17)} 

e (ar )(JI') 17+tan /31 
- 2H ~ Vc I' ~2+ (17+tan /31 ;

2 

e { . (ar ) ..._,, (ar ) ( mn:) + H sm/31 ·cos{31 ~ Vc -n:cos2 /31..:..., Ve cot z 
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4
~2- = 211-(~~-){ t' _Q'Etii(2

} 

- 2~{n, ~, ( 8£) r,c1;, r;)+E, ~, (8£) rze1;, r; J} 

+ 2~ ~ ( aec )( dJ:) /;2+ (r;:tan (3i) 2 

- fI {cos2 {31 ~ ( 
8£) +rr cos (31 -sin {31 Lj'( 

8£) cot ( m;)} 
duw, = rre (iJI' ){ D,E, -E , F ·~ 1_ 

V 4H2 Ve I; 2
' 'J 1; 

(41) 

+ ;_J2{ D2E3+ D3E2) Lj1 
( 
8£) f,(I;, r;) -(D2D3 -E2E3) Lj1 

( 
8£) fz( I;, r;)} 

-1~ {n,E, ~,(a£) u,c1;, r;)-CDr.-ED Lj' (a£) uzCt r;)} 

, rre >1 (ar) (.tr )E rr
2
e . 2(.) 2 r.; .,_7 , (iJI') 2 ( mrr) 

T -Jf2 -"-J Vc r 2 + 2H2 sm /Ji cos /JI LJ Vc cosec z~ 
_dvw'- = _!!_£(iJI' ){Dr-Er_D -LF} 1_ 

V 4H2 Ve I; 2 
' 

2 i; 

+ 2~ 2 { (D2Da+ E2Ea) Lj1 
( 

8£ ) f, ( I;, r;) + (D2Ea+ DaEz) Lj1 
( 

8£) fz( I;, r;)} 

- ;fz [cm.-ED ~, (8£) uiCt;, r;)+4D,E, ~, (
8fc) uzCt r;)} 

- ~ Lj ( ~f-) ( 4-J;) D2 -;;;2 cos 2(31 cos2 (31 Lj1 
( 

8£ ) cosec2 
( m;) 

Further, the additional distributions of circulation due to the changes of induced 

velocities obtained above are assumed as follows; 

dr' "A , fl .(', "A' • a 
2v = a o tan 2 + n~ a n sm n" 

and the change of circulation ( iJI' /Ve)' becomes as 

Hence, the induced velocities and velocity gradients are given as follows; 

4-V' = - rr ;;: (3 ~' cot ( m;) ( dAo'+ ~t') 
4

~/ = - JAo' - n~ dAn' cos nfJ + rr ;t/ Lj' cot ( m; ) ( JAo' + 4f 1~) 

and 

(42) 

(43) 

(45) 
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Therefore, the coefficients .dAn' and .dBn' are similarly given as follows; 

and 

.JA,' = .duw1_ 
V 

AA,' = .dAs' = · · · = 0 

.dB , = _ n cos 0 '5:' t ( mn ) ( "A '-1- AAi' ) 
1 2Zi "'--J co Z "' 0 2 

AB, = ( .dUw0 )-zb + ( Auw--'-)(b + 3b) + 1-( AUw1 ) 
z V z Vi 3 2 V 

"B , ( AUw0 ) b ( Auw1 ) b "' a = ----V- .3 a+ ----V- (2 2+ 4b.) 

Consequently, the following equation is similarly obtained; 

(46) 

(47) 

(48) 

The roots of the Z linear simultanous equations ( 48) give the additional circulation 

car /Ve)'. 

Calculating the induced velocities due to the tunnel walls by means of car /Ve)', 

the ones obtained above, and repeating the above-mentioned calculation, the additional 

circulation ( ar / Ve )11 and coefficents .dAn" and .dBn" can be determined. Thus the 

same procedures can be applied to the following approximation successively. 

8. Procedures of Calculation and some Numerical and Experimental Examples 

Suppose a cascade composed of Z=2(N+l) or 2N+l airfoils having the given 

shape under the cascade conditions of 0 and ).. In the tunnel test, the inlet velocity 

V1 at the inlet of cascade and the incidence angle a 1 to V1 are known, but the mean 

velocity V and incidence angle a to V are not yet known. Given the turning angle 

8, the unknown quantities V and a can be determined by the following relations; 
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tan ({31 -.dfJ) = sin (2{31 -fJ)/2 cos {31 cos ({3, -H) 

f31 = {3+a1, .dB= a1 -a 

~
1 

= ✓ sin2 (2{3-0)+4 cos2 /31 cos2 ({31 -/J)/2 cos C/31 -fJ). l (49) 

Firstly, assume the turning angle fJ and determine the mean velocity V and 

incidence angle a by means of the eq. ( 49). Then the coefficients An and Bn and 

the circulation I' can be calculated by the methods developed in the paragraph 7, 

neglecting the wall interference and assuming the circulation to be equal to each airfoil. 

Let the values of An, Bn and I' be the solution of the zero order approximation. 

Next, determine the induced velocities due to the tunnel wall interference from the 

solutions of zero order approximation by means of the equations in the paragraph 8, 

and then the additional coefficients .dAn and .dBn and the additional circulation 

C iJI' / V c) can be calculated. Let the values, as above obtained, be the additional ones 

of the first order approximation. 

Further performing the same procedures from the first order approximate solutions, 

the additional coefficients .dAn' and .dBn' and additional circulation (iJI'/ Ve)' can be 

calculated as the second order approximate solutions. Repeating the same procedures 

until the additional quantities of JA~, .dB~ and(iJI'/Vc)v become negligibly small, the 

circulation of each airfoil in the cascade can be determined; and then the turning 

angle {J can be given by the eq. (17) with the above obtained values of circulation. 

Finally, examine the angle (} thus obtained to see if it is equal to the first assumed 

value or not. 

For example, the calculation was performed, as shown in Fig. 8, in the case of 

the cascade, which is composed of N.A.C.A. 

6409, under the conditions of Z=5, {31 =40, 1.0,-----------~ 

A= 1 and a 1 = 0°. The processes of calcu

lation are shown in the Table I, and the 

numerical values in the case of the cascade 

without the tunnel wall interference are also 

NACA6409 (3 =40'. il= J, a,=o: (3,=40' 

·71/, z = ::.----------
'--2 
' ' '--1 
O
.(', 
'-0 

1/$$,,01/,//,////47/P$/4YP//,?/4 

Fig. 8 

1 
_3 _____ _ 

p-p, 

%w 

0 

Airfoil No -2 
C,1 = 0330 ( Theory) 

0.444 C Experiment) 

-1.0 H+------------1 

I/ 
I/ ,, 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NACA640q 
il = 1.0 

z = s 
(3= 40' 

OC,= 0' 

-2.0"-'---------------' 
LE. TE 

Fig. 9-a 
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shown within the bracket in the Table I in order to show the effects of wall inter

ference. Fig. 9 shows the pressure distribution along the chord of each airfoil, the 

thick lines are ones influenced by the wall interference and the thin lines the ones 

without the interference. On the other hand, the experiments of the same cascade 

with the same conditions, as shown in the numerical examples, was performed. 

The tested cascade is so constructed that the pressure distribution of each airfoil 

JO,----------~ 
P-P, 
1v.' 

A1tfot l No. -1 
f:c1 = 02SO (Theory! 

= 0. 2 2 0 (Experiment) 

NACA64-Qq 
A= I 0 
z,,, s 

(3 = 40' 

e1., = o· 

-20------------' 
LE. TE 

Fig. 9-b 

JO,----------~ 
p-p, 
~v,2 

0 

Airfoil No 1 
CL1= 0231 (Theory) 

0.108 I Experiment) 

·1.0H------------j 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
) 
I 
I' 

NACA640q 
ii.= /.0 

z- 5 
(3 = 40' 

a,= o· 

-2.0"-------------' 
LE. TE 

Fig. 9-d 

10.--------------, 

.E:EL. 
fv,' 

0 

Atrfoil No. 0 
Cc,= a 201 /Theory_) 

O l 8 0 < Experiment J 

-IO µ
1
'-------------i 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

NACA64Qq 
il. = 1.0 

z = s 
(3 = 40" 

a,= o· 

-2.0 IL----------T~'E 
LE 

Fig. 9-c 

10 ,------------, 

p-p, 
fv,• 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Airfoil No. 2 
CL, = Q 203 (Theory) 

-0126 (Experiment) 

NACA64.0q 
?t. = lO (3= 4-0' 

z = s c<,= o· 

-20"------~------' 
L.E. TE. 

Fig. 9-e 
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Table I 

I 0 I assumed I 5° 48' I c 5° 14') NACA 6409 --

a (49) -2° 47' ( -2° 31') f3 =40° ~ = 1 
V/Vi 0.9618 ( 0.9652) a1 = oo Z=5 

I r;vc (28) 0.0996 ( 0.1150) 
r;v,c (49) 0.0958 ( 0.1110) ao 0.0607 b• -0.0018 

i:: -
I -- I ------ a, -0.0067 bs -0.0004 

~-~ Ao 

I 

-0.0884 I -0.0833) ll2 -0.0053 b6 -0.0003 
"Cl "' A, 0.2403 I 0.2397) ll3 0.0064 .... 8 O.~ A2 (26) -0.0524 I -0.0524) ll4 -0.0006 
8 ~ A3 0.0024 0.0024) ll5 0.0014 Co -0.0195 
<IJ .... 

A4 -0.0140 \ -0.0140) a6 0.0002 c, 0.2636 N 15: i 
-x: As 0.0024 0.0024) ---~---·-·--~ Cz -0.0524 

~ ----·-··---· C3 0.0024 
B, 0.1119 ( 0.1097) b, 0.0783 C4 -0.0140 
B2 -0.0739 ( -0.0759) b2 -0.0293 Cs 0.0024 
83 (27) -0.0026 ( -0.0026) b3 -0.0012 
B4 -0.0053 (-0.0073) 
Bs -0.0021 (-0.0021) 

i No. I -2 I -1 
I 

0 1 
I 

2 

u.,/V 

I 
0.0055 0.0112 0.0081 0.0117 -0.0138 

Vw/V (32) 0.0164 0.0131 0.0052 0.0065 0.0041 
Uw/V I 0.0013 0.0026 0.0039 0.0019 -0.0013 
Vw/V -0.0047 0.0029 0.0017 0.0014 -0.0116 

i:: 
.... 0 

(6I' /Ve) (40) <IJ·~ 0.0553 0.0355 0.0109 0.0238 0.0065 "Cl ... 
.... "' o.§ I 
.., K LIA0 

I 
(38) 0.0191 0.0098 I 0.0026 0.0069 -0.0037 

"'0 LIA, -0.0048 0.0030 0.0018 0.0014 -0.0116 ........ 
-~ C. 
~ C. 

-x: LIB, i 0.0002 0.0211 0.0133 0.0126 -0.0226 I 

LIB2 

I 
0.0009 0.0000 0.0013 0.0004 0.0008 

LIB3 (39) -0.0001 -0.0003 -0.0003 0.0000 0.0002 
LIB4 0.0000 -0.0002 0.0000 0.0000 0.0002 
LIB5 

i 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

Lluw/V 0.0010 0.0033 -0.0003 0.0007 -0.0035 
Llvwof V (41) 0.0074 0.0029 -0.0003 -0.0003 -0.0001 
Lluw/V -0.0014 0.0016 0.0004 0.0001 -0.0008 
Llvw/V 0.0018 0.0006 0.0002 -0.0007 -0.0033 

.... i:: 
<IJ 0 

(6I' /Ve)' (48) 0.0249 0.0000 -0.0018 0.0016 0.0036 -e ·.c 
.... "' oa 
"0-~ LIA0' (46) 0.0070 -0.0003 -0.0007 0.0009 0.0028 
i:: 0 LIA,' 0.0018 0.0006 0.0002 -0.0004 -0.0034 0 .... 
u C. 
<IJ C. 

r/l -x: .4B,' 0.0017 0.0063 0.0001 -0.0004 -0.0067 
LIBz' -0.0008 0.0009 0.0002 0.0001 -0.0005 
LIB{ (47) 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
LIB/ 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 
LIBs' 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 

I ! (13) (15) I 5° 48' (5° 14) from (16) 

can be measured, as shown in Fig. 10. The measured pressure distributions are 

plotted to the corresponding figures Fig. 8, and the lift-coefficients are also shown for 

the purpose of comparing the experimental results with the theoretical ones. 
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Part III 

Effects of Wall Boundary Layer upon Turning Angle 

9. Variations of Turning Angle due to Wall Boundary Layer Effects 

Finally, let us discuss the effects of wall boundary layer upon the turning angle 
by means of the two-dimensional potential flow theory of cascade test in Part I. Now, 
assuming the imaginary source distribution along the walls instead of the boundary 

layers, the problem can be dealt with the potential flow theory. 

Let the displacement thickness of the wall boundary layer be o* and the velocity 

distribution along the walls w, and then put an imaginary source distribution q(x) 

along them, as shown in Fig. 11 so that they should represent the boundary layer as: 

y 

do"r
q(x) =wax' 

V, 
.....-::::::::C 0t 

_ ___v;,_, __ -9-::: _____ _ 

X -
Fig. 11 

-1 

lj-pl 

+1\ s 
;;;f fi/::XiiJ 

(50) 
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where diJ•'-jdx can be calculated by the boundary layer theory under the known velocity 

distribution along the walls. Using the mapping function in Part I, the corresponding 

source distribution q(r;) along the r;-axis on the (-plane is given by 

dx diJ* dx 
q(r;) = q(x) rJii = w dx dr; · (51) 

The velocity distribution w is given by the eq. (14), dx/dr; by the eq. (2) and 

diJ* /dx by the boundary layer theory, then the above source distribution q(r;) can be 

evaluated by the eq. (51). Therefore, the induced velocity Wq at the point r;=r;1 can 

be expressed as 

(52) 

Then, the induced velocity WqB at B (r;1 = -tan /11) is as follows; 

W = _l__ r= q(r;) d (53) 
qB nJ-=r;+tan/11 r;. 

The imaginary flows from the imaginary source distributions flow out as the 

wakes into the downstream flow of cascade (z= oo ). As the point z= oo corresponds 

to the points ( = ± 1, the strength of sinks at the points ( = ± 1 must be 

): q(x) dx+ ~: q(q) dx = ): wd/rf-+ ): wdiJ*. 

Further, assuming that the velocity distribution w is nearly equal to the uniform 

velocity V, except near the edge points B and that the boundary layer thickness is 

negligibly small at the upstream walls (at A and C), the above mentioned strength 

of source is approximately expressed as 

where suffix u and l denote respectively the values of the upper and lower walls, and 

suffix B the values at the edge points B. Thus, the complex potential function Fq(() 

due to the above sinks can be expressed by 

(54) 

where JI' q is an unknown quantity of circulation at (= ±1 and can be determined 

as follows by the condition that the induced velocity w:s at the point B, which is 

evaluated by the eq. (54), cansels the velocity WqB; 

q(r;) 

Jrq 2 r:i r= vJl d ( ai ) r:i 
V1H = sec .,, J-=r;+tan 0, r;- H tan.,,. (55) 

Hence, the velocities Uf= and Vf= along the x- and y-axis at the downstream 
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of cascade are induced by the above sinks and circulations. As the results of some 

calculation, they become 

'1I' q • r:i r:i ( a1 ) 2 r:i - V
1
H sm 1-'1 cos p 1+ H cos 1-'l l (56) 

• 
Therefore, the turning angle fJ f under the wall boundary layer effects is as follows; 

tan fJ J = tan fJ ( )/[ ( )] • 1 + !:Y 00 1 + !!__=_ 
V1 V1 

(57) 

where u=/V1 and v=/V1 are evaluated by the eq. (12). Thus the turning angle change 

.dfJ becomes to {} 1-n by the wall boundary layer effects. 

In the case of the cascade test having the suction slots as shown Fig. 1, assuming 

the suction quantity of it is controlled to be equal to the above-mentioned value of 

V1013 , the turning angle {} I' is given as follows; 

1 
1+(~)/(Yv,) 

tan n1 = tan fJ ( ')/[ ( )] , 1+ Uf= 1+ _lt__oo_ 
V1 V1 

(58) 

where 
Uf:,, ,dI'q' . r:i r:i -v;:- = - v

1
H sm 1-'1 cos 1-'l 

and VJ:,, __ ,dI'q' 2r:i 
V1 - V1H cos 1-'l 

q(r;) 

.dI'q' 2 r:i ~= v;H d _V_H_ = sec p 1 +t r.i r;. 
1 -= r; an 1-'1 

10. Numerical Examples 

A few numerical examples were performed under some conditions in order to 

show the tendency of the wall boundary layer effects. 

Assuming that the velocity distribution w is nearly equal to the uniform velocity 

V1 as mentioned in the proceeding paragraph for the sake of simplicity in calculation, 

then the following integral in the eq. (55) becomes 

q(r;) 
r= V1H 1 r= ( W )( do'f-) dr; 1 r= ( doi'-) dr; 
J-= r;+fan 01 dr; = -TC J- 00 Vi dx 1+r;2 ~ -TC J-= dx 1+r;2 • 

and, assuming that do* /dx=do"1i/dx=constant, which is a very crude assumption 
I 4 

compared with the Prandtl-Karman's theory5l; o=0.31 (Y/V1x)•xoox•, for the turbulent 

boundary layer along the plate, then the above integral is expressed as 
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where suffix u and l denotes the upper and lower wall. Using the Prandtl-Karman's 

theory 

in the above result, the induced velocities, given by the eq. (56), become 

Uf= = iJjf -tan /31 • ( Vf=) 
V1 H V1 

~~ = -0.0086 Rn-¼ {( iJ-tt + ( j-):¼} + 0.0086/31 • Rn-¼ {( 1-tt -( 8J ):¼} 
where Rn= V1H/11. Hence, the turning angle llf is determined by the eq. (57). 

The numerical examples were performed under the following conditions; 

V1 =30m/s, c=75mm, Rc=V1c/11=1.5Xl05
, Z=8, /31 =±40°, ±50°, ±60°, CL

1
=1.0 

and iJJ1=iJ.iu=0.02 m, and the results obtained are shown in Table II. These examples 

show one case of the thick boundary layer, but the effects of the wall boundary layer 

have the tendency that the change of turning angle in the retarded cascade flow is 

larger than the one accelarated cascade flow. 

Table II 

/31 I 60° I 50° I 40° I -40° I -50° 
I 

-60° 

81 23° 10' 26° 0' 27° 10' 15° 30' 12° 41' 9° 45' 

8 26° 38' 29° 16' 30° 38' 16° 32' 13° 30' 10° 23' 

J81 -3° 281 -3° 16' -3° 28' -1° 2' -49' -38' 

8= 23° 30' 27° 30' 29° 30' 16° 12' 13° 6' 9° 54' 

Conclusion 

The tunnel wall interference in cascade tests upon the turning angle and airfoil 

characteristics was developed by means of the conformal mapping and the Glauert's 

thin airfoil theory and compared with the several of the experimental results. The 

theoretical results of the effects on the turning angle show that the turning angles are 

influenced by the conditions, such as the cascade condition, numbers and arrangements 

of airfoils, as shown in Fig. 4, 5 and 6. The difference between the theoretical and 

experimental results of the airfoil characteristics, such as pressure distribution and lift 

coefficient, will be corrected by the boundary layer effect along the surface of airfoil 

itself and both side walls, the latter being especially dealt with the three-dimensional 
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flow problem. Finally, the effects of boundary layer along the surfaces of the upper 

and lower tunnel walls were theoretically calculated, but they will be generally smaller 

than the above-mentioned effects of boundary layer along the side walls. 
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